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Abstract

In the forensic sciences, DNA analysis is especially useful in sexual assault cases where body contact is made or bodily fluids are exchanged. However, its usefulness can be severely limited within the contours of the criminal justice system. This article discusses a case wherein short tandem repeat DNA typing was used to charge the defendant with sexual assault of a child. The State’s DNA technicians analyzed the victim’s underclothing and reviewed the victim’s sexual assault nurse examination (SANP). Our independent review of the State’s forensic laboratory work showed that the samples used to obtain a DNA match from the victim’s underclothing and the defendant revealed a third contributor. An allele was found that did not match either the victim or the defendant as shown by us as expert witness. A ruling by the trial judge limited what the jury was allowed to hear regarding our findings. The defendant was found guilty. The defendant appealed the guilty verdict based on the trial judge’s decision to limit defense expert witness testimony. Following established law, the appellate court upheld the conviction, ruling that a victim’s testimony alone, with or without any corroborating forensic evidence, supports a finding of guilt.
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Introduction

The addition of DNA analysis to the quiver of forensic techniques has transformed the field of forensic science from what was once an art in sleuthing to one that increasingly embraces the scientific method. Professional scientific societies, however, still consider forensic science an “emerging science”. This is primarily because the unbiased objectivity deemed by the scientific method cannot always be implemented in the contours of the criminal justice system. Until DNA was used for identification purposes, blood typing was the closest method for matching human subjects with bodily fluids left behind at a crime scene. Identification by blood type is less significant when compared to DNA in relation to specificity because there are only four main types of blood in human populations. Thus, there have been many noted false convictions based upon blood testing. In comparison, DNA typing provides a greater statistically significant match from acceptable bodily samples between suspect(s) and victim(s).

Today, the most widely used DNA typing method for forensic cases is short tandem repeat (STR) analysis utilizing an automated DNA Sequencer or Genetic Analyzer. STRs are short fragments of repetitive DNA, approximately 6-9 nucleotides in length, found dispersed throughout non-coding regions of the human genome. In the mid nineteen nineties the US FBI laboratory conducted a national forensic science effort to evaluate 17 candidate STR loci (plural for locus, a position on a chromosome) with the intention of including these in the DNA database known as CODIS (Combined DNA Index System). The objective of this evaluation was to utilize them for identification purposes by STR analysis. For each locus a person can have two alleles, one inherited from each parent. Sometimes, a person may receive the same allele from both parents, and at such times only one allele will be seen on the electropherogram because of a shared DNA marker. The STR analysis pinpoints where these alleles are typed for each individual at specific loci to make up a DNA profile for each sample. Unknown samples can then be compared to the known sample at their respective loci. For a match, each of the two alleles for the unknown individual should match identically to the sample obtained from the control (known sample) in their position in an electropherogram (Figure 1). The DNA profile will be the same if it is originating from the same individual. The only exception to this case would be if the two samples, known and unknown were to originate from identical twins.

Originally thirteen core STR loci were chosen to be the basis of the CODIS database [1]. When all 13 loci are tested, the average random match probability is rarer than one in a trillion among unrelated individuals [2]. However, even though the admissibility and reliability of the tests has been well established, there is no guarantee that a specific test will have the reproducibility results every time. There are often case specific problems and issues. These greatly affect the
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quality and the relevance of DNA tests results. According to William C. Thompson, J.D., Ph.D, “The criminal justice system does a poor job distinguishing powerful DNA evidence from weak, misleading DNA evidence. The fault for that serious lapse lies partly with those defense lawyers who fail to evaluate the DNA evidence adequately in their cases [3].

The DNA gathered from a crime scene or a crime victim must meet certain criteria to be admissible in court. The salient criteria pertain to: sample collection, sample storage (such that DNA samples are kept from deterioration), maintenance of a chain of custody among law enforcement officers and laboratory technicians, analysis in the laboratory setting according to accredited protocols and procedures, and correct interpretation of results [4]. Experts for the State and the defense in a criminal case review adherence to the above criteria, with emphasis on DNA laboratory findings, and present expert testimony supporting or controverting such findings. Pursuant to legal precedent the trial court exercises a gate keeping function regarding the admissibility of expert testimony and other evidence at trial. Ultimately, however, the legal system defers to the decision of the ultimate finders of fact, the jury.

Case Report

In the subject case, a twelve year old female alleged that she had been sexually assaulted through vaginal sexual intercourse. The assault was initially reported to law enforcement within fifteen hours of its alleged occurrence, followed by a sexual assault nurse examination (SANE) some 48 hours after the event. SANE protocol includes physical examination of the victim, collecting bodily samples using a sexual assault evidence kit, and collecting other potential evidence, as dictated by case circumstances. The primary defensive issues that could create the reasonable doubt substantiating the reasonable doubt for acquittal at Defendant’s jury trial were (1) the SANE examination did not occur until more than 48 hours after the alleged assault and (2) the possibility of a third contributor of DNA in the samples extracted from the victim’s underwear.

The victim was fourteen years old and visibly pregnant at the time of trial, two years after the date of the alleged sexual assault. She testified that she was pregnant by a man other than the defendant and that at the time of the alleged sexual assault was having sexual relations with yet another adult male. As it progressed, the jury trial revolved around the testimony of the State’s and the defense’s DNA experts. The prosecution made its case based on the testimony given by the alleged victim and DNA evidence tested by the State’s crime laboratory. The prosecution asserted that the samples obtained from the underwear of the alleged victim contained the DNA of the only victim and the accused, thereby proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused sexually assaulted the alleged victim. The defense countered that the DNA analysis made on these same samples by the State’s crime laboratory was deficient in that the samples revealed the DNA of three individuals, and therefore the DNA evidence alone was insufficient to meet the State’s burden of proving guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, the highest burden of proof in the law.

The State’s expert testified on cross-examination that “because the semen stain was a ‘mixture sample,’ the probability was not high enough to say ‘within a reasonable degree of scientific certainty’ that the accused defendant was the source” [5]. Similarly, our forensic expert explained that when multiple contributors have similar alleles, it is difficult to establish clear DNA profiles [5]. The respective testimony also explained the laboratory analysis of the key DNA evidence in relation to the victim’s physical examination and other evidence. The sexual assault evidence kit derives the primary samples for assessment from an extensive physical examination, whereby the underclothing and other testing procedures are performed for a DNA analysis investigation [6]. More than two days after the victim’s sexual encounter, the SANE nurse assured the mother and the victim that evidence can be collected up to ninety-six hours after the incident - even with bathing and changing of clothes and yield a viable result. Within laboratories and forensic testing sites “most facilities collect specimens only if the child is seen within the first 72 hours following the assault”, and “many facilities process the forensic kits hours or even days after evaluation” [7].

Materials & Methods

Sample Collection, DNA Extraction, PCR, and STR Analysis Samples

Following samples were collected: (Item I) Panties from the victim. (Item II) Sexual Assault kit from the victim consisting of: (Iia) known blood sample, (Iib) vaginal swabs (6), (Iib) vaginal smear (1), (Iic) anal swabs (4), (Iic) anal smear (1), (Iid) left ear swabs (2), (Iid) right ear swabs (2), (Iii) Known blood sample from the suspect.

Body fluid Identification Schemes for Blood and Semen

DNA Extraction: The stain from the underwear was extracted by a two step method. This method first recovers DNA from non-sperm cells associated with the victim, known as the epithelial cell fraction. Then a differential assay recovers DNA from sperm cells, also called the sperm cell fraction [8]. DNA was amplified by using Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) procedures [9]. This technique amplifies very small amounts of evidential DNA [10]. STR’s were then identified from 13 or 16 loci across the human genome for comparing the profiles of the suspect DNA with the sample DNA as according to the probability of their occurrence in the population. A portion of the known blood samples were analyzed by extracting DNA from them.

A typical analysis scheme for a bloodstain follows. Note that appropriate outcome is indicated in bold italics.

- **Suspected Bloodstain**
  - **Presumptive Test(s)**
    - **Negative**
      - No apparent blood.
    - **Positive**
      - **Human Origin Test**
        - **Negative**
          - Insignificant sample, animal blood, sample deterioration, or false positive presumpt.
        - **Positive**
          - Apparent blood direct.
          - Insufficient sample, animal blood, sample deterioration, or false positive presumpt.
  - **Test for Presence of Other Body Fluids if Indicated**
    - **Freeze**
    - **DNA Analysis**

Standards are not required for DNA typing; alternatively, evidentiary items may be analyzed and the DNA profile databased in CODIS. This flowchart illustrates a typical course of analysis. Individual procedures may include additional or fewer steps. How far the examiner proceeds in a particular case will depend on the available sample and on what is necessary to answer the question(s) posed.
using the Chelex method. This DNA was amplified in loci of interests by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

**DNA Typing:** Then the following DNA STR loci were characterized. D8S1179, D21S11, D7S820, CSF1PO, D3S1358, TH01, D13S317, D16S539, D2S1338, D19S433, vWA, TPOX, D18S51, D5S818, FGA, and the sexing locus Amelogenin.

The same loci are typed for a positive amplification control as given in an example protocol below:

Thus these alleles located on the above specific loci were analyzed at sixteen locations of the human genome [11]. This information was used to find the marker profile for the specific sample’s genetic makeup [12].

An Applied Biosystems Genetic Analyzer ABI 310 was utilized for DNA fragment analysis (Short Tandem Repeats). The resulting electropherogram was then examined by the software program Genemapper ID v.3.2.1. Genemapper ID™ is an automated genotyping software used for analysis of data collected on a capillary electrophoresis instrument such as the ABI 310 Genetic Analyzer. Processed with resolution of parameters set, the Genemapper ID™ analyses frequencies of peak area values accompanying the allelic band designation [13]. The DNA profile obtained from the suspect was compared to DNA profiles obtained from the stains from victim’s panties. Technicians compared known DNA profiles from blood sample specimens collected from the suspect and the victim, to those from swab samples obtained from the undergarment submitted for evidence [4]. The alleged suspects’ DNA profile information was also sent to the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS).

**Results**

**Presumptive tests**

- **Item 1 (panties):** Trace amount of blood detected. Semen was detected. A stain marked A was collected for DNA typing. No hairs were observed.

- **(Ia) known blood sample-Victim:** DNA extracted and DNA profile obtained.

- **(Iib) vaginal swabs (6):** No apparent blood or semen detected.

- **(Iic) vaginal smear (1):** No semen detected.

- **(Iid) anal swabs (4):** No apparent blood or semen detected.

- **(Ii) anal smear (1):** No semen detected.

- **(IIb) left ear swabs (2):** No apparent blood or semen detected. Amylase a non-specific enzyme found in saliva was not detected.

- **(IIc) right ear swabs (2):** No apparent blood or semen detected. Amylase a non-specific enzyme found in saliva was not detected.

- **(III) known blood sample-Suspect:** DNA extracted and DNA profile obtained.

**DNA typing**

Results showed the DNA STR fragment profile from the epithelial cell fraction on Item I Stain A (panties) is consistent with a mixture. When considering the known DNA profile of the victim, the victim could not be excluded as a contributor to this stain. The suspect could not be excluded either. The DNA profile from the sperm cell fraction of the semen stain on Item I Stain A (panties) is consistent with a mixture. The victim could not be excluded as a contributor to this stain. The suspect could not be excluded either. The probability of selecting an unrelated person from the suspect at random who could be a contributor to this stain was approximately 1 in the seventy odd millions for Caucasians, 1 in two and a half billion for Blacks, and 1 in one a hundred odd million for Hispanics.

**Discussion**

The results from DNA typing comparing known DNA sample from the victim blood (Item I) with that of stain A obtained from her panties (Item I) showed that this stain contained her DNA. When comparing the known DNA from the suspect with this stain A obtained from the victims panties (Item I) showed that his semen was found therein. However, DNA typing showed that the DNA of another person was also found in this mixture sample making the identification more complicated. Since neither the victim nor the suspect carried an allele number 14 seen at locus D8S1179 (Figure 2: Electropherogram of mixed samples that show alleles from a third contributor).
2), the differentiated and separated evidence using PCR procedures suggests that a third person’s DNA was also present within the unknown sample from the victim’s panties as seen in Table 1.

Peak detection on a particular site of the allele must be approximately 100 - 150 Relative frequency Units (RFU) to be a reliable declaration of an individual’s allele, due to misleading static factors found within the systems’ analysis that may disqualify as unreliable peak heights.

The observation of RFU values produced through STR analysis, sometimes show comparatively low peaks within frequency and amplification standards of the alleles present on certain loci within the individual samples tested. However, the observed peak for the unknown allele was well above the minimum, with an RFU over 1,800 units. These tests are performed to reveal the separated amplified DNA fragment distributions of alleles within an individual’s DNA and provide fragment size comparisons [14]. Within the human genome there are 3 billion bases, but it is only 0.1% of its makeup that is unique to an individual [12] which is used for DNA typing for forensic purposes.

In another similar sexual assault case reported by Thompson JD, Ph.D., [3] a second man who was supposedly excluded as a possible source of semen by the crime lab. However, a review of the electronic data by the defense expert revealed low RFU level peaks and alleles consistent with a second contributor. In the defense evaluation of electrophoresis data (Figure 3) how these low-level peaks are obscured by the upper electropherogram (with RFUs in the maximum range of 150 -150 RFU), several other alleles at 12, 13, 16; 32.2; 14, were depicted. In this particular case the defendant admitted being with the victim, but contended that the other second man had subsequently raped her. This data was consistent with the DNA profile the second man, which had helped the defense case significantly [3].

The analysis from the subject case in this article also revealed contributions from the victim, the defendant, and a third contributor. The electronic data was limited from being presented to the jury, and further processing was not possible. Therefore, although an element of reasonable doubt was raised regarding the mixed DNA sample presented at trial by our defense DNA expert; when he testified that a third contributor “could lower the reliability of the results obtained from one sample”, the jury found the defendant guilty of aggravated sexual assault [5]. The suspect received a life sentence.

On appeal the appellate court affirmed defendant’s conviction, holding that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in limiting expert testimony. In reviewing the sufficiency of evidence to support a conviction, the court cited Ellison v State, 201 SW 3d 714 (Crim. App. 2006), concluding that although expert testimony is admissible to assist a jury to understand esoteric or technical information in relation to other evidence, the jury’s evaluation of the evidence and its decision based on that evidence, will not be disturbed on appeal [15].

In conclusion this case demonstrates that a victim’s testimony standing alone, without any forensic testimony whatsoever, supports a conviction of a defendant Garcia v State, 563 SW 2d 925 (Crim. App. 1978) [16]. It is therefore imperative that the forensic scientist be ever mindful that the legal system will always defer to a jury’s decision. Despite the most diligent analysis of DNA samples in the laboratory before trial, or the most articulate argument for or against such analysis at trial, it is presumed that twelve members of the public will best weigh the credibility of evidence as it is presented.
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Table 1: Excerpt Allele Summary Worksheet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Tested</th>
<th>Identifying Matching Alleles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victim</td>
<td>12, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspect #1</td>
<td>12, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stain Epithelial: Panties (inside crotch)</td>
<td>12, 13, 14, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stain Sperm: Panties (inside crotch)</td>
<td>12, 13, 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Defense Evaluation of Electrophoresis Data.